Railroad Safety Signs & Signals Matching Game

DIRECTIONS: See how well you know the railroad safety warning devices by drawing a line from each railroad safety sign or signal to its correct meaning. Use the Railroad Safety Signs & Signals sheet to guide you, or challenge yourself and try completing the Railroad Safety Signs & Signals Matching Game on your own. Good Luck!

Alerts drivers of a required stop. While stopped, drivers should always look and listen for approaching trains and proceed only when it is safe.

Similar to a Stop sign, this sign tells drivers to take a moment to stop, look and listen for an approaching train.

First sign drivers see intended to warn of an approaching highway-rail intersection. Advises drivers to slow down, look and listen and be prepared to stop for a train.

 Warns drivers making a turn that a highway-rail intersection immediately follows the turn. The sign also shows where the tracks intersect with the highway.

Its flashing lights, bells and gates warn of an approaching train and alert pedestrians and drivers when it is safe to cross.

Found at almost all highway-rail intersections, this marks a railroad crossing and notifies pedestrians and drivers when multiple tracks are present. Treat this sign like a Yield sign.

Never attempt to cross or walk on or near tracks when this sign is present.